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1. Introduction 
The isomorphism problem for one-relator groups is known to be difficult. 
Pietrowski and Pride [6,7] have recently solved this problem for two-generator one- 
relator groups with centre and torsion, respectively. To date, little general progress 
seems to have been made on the isomorphism problem for groups with a one-relator 
presentation involving more than two generators. 
Here a new approach is made to the general problem for a group G with non- 
trivial second integral homology group H2(G, Z), presented as a one-relator group 
G = F/R with R =(r), through investigation of the image of the relator r in the Lie 
ring GrF of the free group F on the generators of G. 
Analysis of lower central series and Lie rings associated with one-relator groups 
appears to have received scant attention (apart from Labute’s 1970 result [4] that if r 
is primitive then the Lie ring of G is itself one-relator) since 1958, when Chen, Fox 
and Lyndon [l] provided their algorithm for the calculation of the quotient groups 
of the lower central series of any finitely generated group. Possibly this is because it 
is well known that the lower central sequence is insufficient to distinguish between 
one-relator groups, or even between one-relator groups and free groups. 
However, in this paper, the isomorphism between GrF and the obvious quotient 
group of GrF Oz GrF is exploited, to facilitate deeper analysis of the word-form of 
the relator r. For certain word-forms an integer-valued set of invariants of the group 
G arise, and so determine a new test for non-isomorphism of one-relator groups. 
Theorem A. Suppose n 11. Let the cosets of {c,, . . . . ck} and {ck+ ,, . . . . ckil} be the 
standard bases for FJF,, + I and F, + IIF,, + 2, respectively, with the standard ordering 
c1<“‘<ck<ck+1<“‘<ck+I. 
(a) Suppose w = 2n. Let E=(Q) be a skew-symmetric k x k integral matrix and let 
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f(e) be the word 
k I-I 
f(E) = I-I II [c;, Cjl”” 
r=2 /=I 
in F. If r=f(&) mod F,, , and is not a proper power and if F/W z F/(s) then 
necessarily s = f (6) mod F, + , for some skew-symmetric k x k integral matrix 6 such 
that the matrices E and 6 have identical invariant factors. 
(b) Suppose w = 2n + 1 and n 2 2. Let E = (Eij) be an I x k integral matrix and let 
f(E) be the word 
f(e) = Ii fi ick+ir Cjlcff 
j=l r=l 
in F. If r=f(&) mod F,,+, and is not a proper power and if F/(r)zF/Cs) then 
necessarily s = f (6) mod F, + , for some I x k integral matrix 6 such that the matrices 
E and 6 have identical invariant factors. E 
Focus on this Lie ring isomorphism resulted from an attempt to generalize the 
diagonal comultiplication on homology 121, application of which in [3] had proven 
case w = 2 of Theorem A, although not in the specified form. 
The invariant factors obtained are insufficient to solve the classification problem 
for all such groups (a counterexample for w = 2 is given in [3, $51) but can solve it 
for many subclasses. 
Theorem B. The classification problem is solvable for one-relator groups F/(r) for 
which r is a word in F of form (in the notation of Theorem A) either 
(a) 
r= [c2,cll&l[c4,c31”2... [ct,, CZ~-II&P 
wherep=[k/2], eiLOandeiJe;+l ifirl, foralln2:1;or 
(b) 
r= [ck+1,c1l~l[ck+~,c21’*... k2hWk 
whereeizOandEi)ei+I ifirl, forallnr2. 
That is, ifs is a word in F of either of these forms, with exponents 6i, then 
F/(r) z F/(S) ++ Ei = 6i, Vi. 0 
For example, in the simplest case with w = 2, Theorem B generalizes the result for 
the torsion-free Fuchsian groups. 
These results add further weight to the general word-form principle that if r has a 
simple enough form then F/(r) will have a simple structure. 
Exposition is as follows: Section 2 establishes notation and the requisite informa- 
tion about lower central series; Section 3 defines the Lie ring isomorphism which is 
the basis of Theorems A and B; Section 4 determines its application to finitely 
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generated torsion-free one-relator groups with non-trivial second integral homology 
group; and Section 5 discusses its application to one-relator groups in general, and 
possible further use. 
2. The lower central series of free groups 
The lower central series of a group G is the sequence of subgroups G, (n 2 1) 
defined inductively by 
G,=G, G,+,=[G,,G], nrl, 
where [G,, G] denotes the subgroup of G generated by the commutators [x, y] = 
x-‘y-‘xy with x in G, and y in G. Commutator [a.* [r,, uz], . ..I. y,] is denoted 
[Yl, Y29 ‘**9 unl. 
Hereinafter, F denotes the free group on free generating set {x,, . . ..x.I. The 
commutator quotient groups FJF, + , (n I 1) are very well known (see [8, IV, $05-61, 
for example). 
Definition 2.1. The standard commutators in F and their standard ordering are 
defined inductively as follows. 
(i) The standard commutators of weight 1 are the generators of Fand inherit the 
linear ordering xl < *.. <x,,, .
(ii) Suppose the standard commutators of weights 1, . . . . n - 1 have all been 
defined and linearly ordered so that u< u if weight u < weight u. 
(iii) A commutator [u, u] is a standard commutator of weight n if both the 
following conditions hold: 
(a) u and u are standard commutators of weights p and 4 respectively with 
p+q=n and u>v; and 
(b) if u = [t, w] then u L w. 
The linear order is extended to commutators of weight n according to 
((r) if weight u < weight u = n then u < u, and 
(p) if weight u = weight o = n with u = [z, w] and u = [x, y] then u < u if either 
w<y, or else if w=y and z<x. 
Proposition 2.2. (P. Hall/E. Witt). 
(i) F,/F,+ 1 is a free abelian group freely generated by the cosets of the standard 
commutators of weight n, for all n L 1. 
(ii) For each n 10, /etcl < c2< .+a <c&n) be thestandard commutators of weight I n 
in their standard ordering. (Set k(0) = 0 for convenience.) Each element f of F has a 
unique representation as 
f=Cf’*..C$‘f”+, 
wheref,+,EF,+I andeiEZ, lsilk(n). Cl 
(1) 
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A representation (I) is called the Hull expansion (to dimension n) of jI 
If f E F, its weight o(f) (with respect o the lower central series of F) is given by 
that is, it is the weight of the first standard commutator to appear with non-zero 
exponent in a Hall expansion off. Since F is residually nilpotent, o(f) = 00 if and 
only if f= 1. 
The final definition of this section displays more information about the word- 
form of an element of F than is given by its weight alone. 
Definition 2.3. Let f be an element of F with Hall expansion (I) to dimension n L 2. 
For 2 5 v s n, the weight matrix in dimension v off is defined to be the lower tri- 
angular (v- l)x(v- 1) matrix Wv(f)=(wij) with W,=O unless i+j=v and irj, in 
which case 
1 if (I) contains a standard commutator c= [u, u] of non-zero 
W;j = exponent, for which w(u) = i and o(u) =j, 
0 otherwise. 
That is, the weight matrices of a word record not only the weights of standard 
commutators appearing with non-zero exponent in it, but also the first stage of the 
breakdown of their internal structure into standard commutators of lower weight. 
Example 2.4. Let m = 3, so that the standard commutators of weight 44 in their 
standard ordering are 
and k(0) = 0, k(1) = 3, k(2) = 6, k(3) = 14 and k(4) = 32. Let 
f3[X2rXll[X3~X2~~2~2[X3,~2,X3,X313[[X3,Xl], [X2,X111-‘modF5, 
that is, f = c4c:, c&z;; mod F5. Hence o(f) = 2, W,(f) = 1, 
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3. The Lie ring of a group 
For any group G, the associated (internally) graded abelian group 
GrG = @ G,/G,+ , 
rlZI 
is a graded Lie ring, called the Lie ring of G. That is, there is a bracket operation 
[ , ] : GrG @ GrG + GrG (here induced from the commutator operation in G) which 
factors through the wedge product 
GrGAGrC=GrG@ GrG/(x@x:x~GrG), 
and further satisfies the Jacobi identities 
Recall that if G = F, (GrF@ GrF), is the free abelian group on free generating set 
{ciFp+iOcjFq+i: lci, jsk(n- l),O(C;)=p,O(Cj)=4rP+q=n}, 
and (GrFAGrF), is the free abelian group on free generating set 
{C;Fp+lACjFq+l: lrj<i~k(n-l),o(~;)=p,o(Cj)=q,p+q=n}, 
where CiFp+ IACjFq+ 1 denotes the coset of ciFp+, @ CjFq+ ,. 
The tensor ring TA for any abelian group A is defined to be TA = @,,,, 7;:A, 
where TOA =Z and 7;:A is the i-fold tensor power of A, with ring multiplication 
given by tensoring. It gives rise to a Lie ring, the commutation Lie ring LTA of A, 
with underlying set TA and with Lie bracket given by ring commutation: [x, _Y] = 
X@V-U@X. 
When G = F, GrF is isomorphic to the free Lie ring Y’(F/Fz) on basis {x,Fz, . . . , 
x,Fz}, that is, the Lie subring of LT(F/F*) generated by F/F*. Isomorphism 
P : GrF+Y(F/Fz) is given recursively by 
and 
!P, = Id : F/F, + F/F2 
for u in FP, u in F4 and p + q = n. (Further details may be found in [8, IV, QO4,6], for 
example.) 
The essential thrust of this paper originated in an attempt o invert the Lie bracket 
homomorphism when G = F, in order to exploit the additional information available 
from the ‘splitting’ of GrF as a subgroup of GrFAGrF. Certainly the epimorphism 
[, ] : GrFAGrF+GrF splits, so there does exist an abelian group homomorphism 
GrF+GrFAGrF which is a right inverse to [ ,]. However, it cannot preserve the 
properties of GrF as a Lie ring. 
Obviously, the way to overcome this problem is to divide GrFAGrF out by the 
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elements corresponding to the Jacobi identities; in other words, to investigate the 
inverse of the isomorphism GrFAGrF/Ker[ ,] -GrF. 
Definition 3.1. (i) For each n 2 3 define the subgroup fn of (GrFAGrF), to be that 
generated by the cosets of 
{[Ck,C~l~p+IOCj~q+,f[C/,Cil~~+q+IOC~~,+I 
+[C;,Ckl~~-K+IOCI~~+l; o(cj)=q, oJ(q)=/c, o(q)=A, /c+L=p}. 
(ii) For each n L 1 define & to be the abelian group 
2; = F/F2, .YJ = (GrFAGrF),, .&,=(G~FI\G~F),,/~~, if nr3. 
Set Y=@,,, 9;. 
Clearly, & = ((GrFAGrF)/Ker[ , I), for all n 2 2. 
Proposition 3.2. Set [ ,I, = Id : F/F2 -, F/F2. Then the induced homomorphism 
[ , ] : J+ GrF is an isomorphism. 0 
Corollary 3.3. Let A = [ ,I-’ : GrF+ SK This A will be termed the splitting isomor- 
phism of GrF. Then A I = Id : F/F2 4 F/F2, and if u E FP, v E Fq and p + q = n L 2, 
A&, VW,+ I) = coset of uF'+ 1 @~F,+I. 13 
Corollary 3.4. Suppose 5 : F/F, -+ F/F2 is a homomorphism. Then 5 induces homo- 
morphisms r,, : F,/F,+ , -+ F,/F, + I for every n 2 2, gr r : GrFd GrF and f* : .Y--* .Y 
such that the diagram below commutes. If r is an isomorphism, so are r,, n L 2, gr r 
and T *. 
A 
GrF - 9 
& 4 
GrF - .Y 
A 
0 
In fact, it proves necessary for later analysis to introduce a further representation 
of the Lie ring of F, which also serves to clarify the connection between Y and A. 
Consider the symmetric difference GrF D GrF of GrF, the free abelian subgroup 
of GrF@ GrF freely generated in dimension n 12 by 
There is an 
{c,F~+~~c~F~+~-CjF~+~0c;F~+~:l~j<i~k(n-1); 
W(Ci)=p,o(Cj)=q,p+q=n). 
isomorphism @ : GrF V GrF- GrFAGrF given by 
~(ciFp+~OcjFq+~-cjFg+~OciFp+~)=ciF~+I’cjF~-I, 
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and if .J’ =@,., .r/, is defined as .Y, =F/Fz and x, =(GrF V GrF),/@-‘( &) for 
n 2 2, there is an induced isomorphism @ : .I’ - ./1 Finally, if 0 : .I’-+ Y (F/Fz) is 
defined from Y as 
and 
0, = Id : F/F2 * F/F, 
O,(c;Fp+tOc,Fq+I_cjFq+1 OC,F~.I+~-‘(~$))=‘Y,([C~,C~IF~+~), 
then 0 is also an isomorphism and the square 
@-I 
2 (F/F2) - ;Y 
commutes. 
The final definitions of this section are used to make accessible the additional 
information available through ‘splitting’ GrF by A (or @-‘Od). 
Definition 3.5. Let a be an element of a=: (GrF V GrF),, considered as an 
element of GrF@ GrF, and let Uij be the coefficient of generator CiFp+ , @ CjF~+ I in 
a. The splitting matrix of a to dimension n is the k(n - 1) x k(n- 1) skew- 
symmetric integral matrix &(a) = (Sij) of these coefficients, viz. 
i>j, 
i=j, 
i<j. 
The splitting matrix is an (n - 1) x (n - 1) block matrix S,,(a) =(&i(a)), 15 K, 
ASn- 1, where &(a)=(sij), k(K- l)<ilk(K), k(E.- l)<j<k(l). 
If f in F2 has Hall expansion (I) to dimension n 22, the k(n - 1) x k(n - 1) skew- 
symmetric integral matrix M,,(f) = (mij) for which 
{ 
El, i> j, Ilk(n) and C/ = [Ci, Cj], 
mij = -El* i<j. Ilk(n) and c/=[Cj,c,], 
0, otherwise 
is the splitting matrix to dimension n of a uniquely determined element f of 
@y=? (GrF V GrF)I, and M,(f) =S,(J) is called the splitting matrix to dimension n 
off. Note that if W,(f) is the weight matrix in dimension v of such an f, then the 
(K, A)-th entry of W,(f) equals 1 if and only if SK;. (3) # 0 and K z I.. In illustration, 
consider Example 2.4. Here Ma(f) = S,(f) is the 14 x 14 integral matrix whose only 
nonzero entries are mzl = 1, m,*=-1, mb2=2, mz6=-2, m14,,=3, m3,14=-3, 
ms4-- - - 1 and mJ5 = 1. The corresponding nonzero block matrices are 
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s’,(f)= 1 0 0 [I -; ;I. h;Lli-[ -1 E ;I. 
&l(f) = 0 0 0 [I 1 11. s,m=[, o ,“aa8, o o]. 
SE(J) = -SX(~)~ and S,,(f) = -&,(f)r. 
4. Application to one-relator groups 
Throughout this section, G denotes the finitely-generated one-relator group F/R, 
where R =(r). The following simple test for non-isomorphism of finitely-generated 
torsion-free one-relator groups is already known. 
Proposition 4.1. Let F*= (y,, . . . . yP: > and G+=F*/R* where R*=(s), s is non- 
trivial and is not a proper power. If G z G * then o(r) = o(s). 0 
Meskin [5] has solved the isomorphism problem for one-relator groups of the 
form (xi, . . ..x.: x:r ---xkm>, that is, in the terms of this paper, the one-relator 
groups with o(r) = 1 and W,,(r)=0 for all n 12. However, the property “W”(r) =0 
for all v > o(r)” is not invariant under isomorphism for any o(r) L 1: if G is a group 
with w(r)=w and W,,(r)=0 for all vzw+l then W,(a(r))#O for all vzw+l if, 
for example, cr : F+F is the isomorphism 0(x1) =x;‘x,xz and o(x;) =x, for all ir2. 
It is the main purpose of this section to show that for certain torsion-free groups 
with nontrivial second integral homology groups, W,,,(r) is invariant under isomor- 
phism. 
For the remainder of Section 4 it will be assumed that G is torsion-free with non- 
trivial second integral homology group, so that TE Fz, HI(G; E)z F/Fza Zm, 
H2(G;Z)z.Z and w(r)= ~12. In this case, RflF,/RnF,,.+~=RnF~/[R,Fl, 
which ensures that the sequence 
RnF2/[R, F] v F,/F,+, - G,/G 72 WC1 
is short exact. 
Definition 4.2. Let q : H2(G; E) -+ R fl F2/[R, F] be the Hopf isomorphism. Define 
Q(G) : H,(G; h) -+ & to be the composed monomorphism 
ffz(G;Z) 
A 
A R nF2/[R,F] A FJF,,, - Xw. 
In order to establish invariants of 9(G) under isomorphisms of G, it is first 
desirable to establish invariants of 9(G) under isomorphisms of the first and second 
homology groups of G. 
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Definition 4.3. Suppose G and G* are torsion-free one-relator groups with isomor- 
phic nontrivial homology groups in dimensions 1 and 2. Then G and G* are compar- 
able of order w if o(r) = o(s) = W, w 2 2. 
If G and G* are comparable it will be assumed for notational convenience that 
G*=F/R* where R*=(s), in view of the fact that rank F*=m. 
Definition 4.4. Let G and G * be comparable groups of order w. Define G and G* to 
be equivalenf via (a; fl) (written G - G* via (a, 8)) if there exist isomorphisms 
a:H2(G;Z)-+Hz(G*;iZ) and P:H,(G;H)-H,(G*;Z) such that 
commutes. 
This is an equivalence relation and is easily interpreted in terms of the lower 
central series of G and G*. 
Proposition 4.5. Let G and G * be comparable groups of order w. Then G - G * via 
(a, /I) if and only ifp induces an isomorphism PH. : G,/G,+ , -, G:/G:, , . 
Proof follows directly from consideration of the diagram 
H,(G*;Z) - I, I/ (G’) n.,i,l ++ G?G:+, 
with short exact rows. @ 
Corollary 4.6. Let G and G* be comparable groups of order w. If IS : G + G* is an 
isomorphism then G-G* via (rl-‘oo,,,~tl, a2). 3 
Finally, it is possible to apply the information of Sections 2 and 3 to investigate 
the isomorphism problem for one-relator groups. This is done through translation 
of the concept of group equivalence to a corresponding system of matrix equations, 
analysis of which results in Theorems A and B. 
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Define R(G) : HZ(G;Z) -+.n’,,, to be R(G) = @,‘a 2 (G). Let G and G* be compar- 
able groups of order W. It is easy to deduce that 
G-G* via (a, D) e p: = I/(G)= ?(G*)oa 
e (grPOgrp),on(G)=n(G*)Ocu. (II) 
If B, is the matrix corresponding to j3, : F,,/F,, + , --+ F,,/F, + , for n L 1 and B = i,, ), B,, 
is the matrix corresponding to gr 8, (II) translates to the splitting matrix equation 
BTA4,(r)B=M,(s)+S,(~) 
for some uniquely determined element x of Q-t(&). In terms of the block sub- 
matrices, this is 
BKTSKl(ii)B~=+SK~(~)+SKi.(x), llK,AsW-1. (III) 
These submatrices are zero if K + I + w; of interest here are those with K + A = w and 
K L A (those with K < ,I merely duplicate information). 
Crucial to the establishment of Theorems A and B is the requirement that SX6k) = 0 
for all K + A = w. Naturally this is highly dependent on the word-forms of relators r 
and s. The main result of this paper, which follows, is in fact a more general result 
than Theorem A, requiring group equivalence only, rather than group isomor- 
phism. 
Theorem 4.7. Let G and G * be comparable groups of order w such that G - G * via 
(a,P). Let W,(r)=(wij) and W,,,(s)=(w$. 
(i) Suppose w = 2n. If w,, is the only nonzero entry in Ww(r) then necessarily w,$ 
is the only nonzero entry in W,,,(s) and the invariant factors of the matrices S,,,,(P) 
and S,,, (3) are identical. 
(ii) Suppose w=Zn+ 1~3. If w,,.*,~ is the only nonzero entry in W,(r) then 
necessarily w,*+ I,n is the only nonzero entry in W,,,(s) and the invariantfactors of the 
matrices S, + I,n (P) and S,,, ,,” (3) are identical. 
Proof. Let p = n or n + 1 if w = 2n or w = 2n + 1 > 3, respectively. Then (III) becomes 
B;TS,, (r)& = +SPn (3) + S,, (x)3 
and 
o=+s,,(s)+s,~(x), vK#jl, A*n. 
Any element of Q-t(&), viewed as an element of GrF@ GrF, must always contain 
a term C;Fp+l@CjFg+l with nonzero coefficient for which i>i but [Ci, cj] is not a 
standard commutator of weight w. However, for all the terms CiFp+, @ cjFq+ 1 with 
i >j, p =p and q = n, [Ci, Cj] is a standard commutator of weight w. Thus if 5 is an 
element of @;t(f,) for which $,,(<)f 0, there exist K# p and I # n such that 
S,,(c) # 0 and at least one nonzero entry in SKI(<) corresponds to an entry in S,, (5) 
which must be zero for any relator s. Thus no such element can exist and x = 0. The 
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equations then become 
SK, (9 = 0, t/K#/f, A#n, 
which implies that the only nonzero entry in W,,,(s) is w:,,, and 
B;S,, (r) B, = C&,(S). 
Hence the invariant factors of $,,(r) and S,,(S) are identical. 0 
Theorem A follows immediately from (4.6) and (4.7). Theorem B is obtained as a 
corollary of Theorem A for the special cases where S,,,(P) and S,,,(S) are already in 
Smith normal form (in the case p = n + 1) or in skew-normal form (in the case ,u = n), 
and Wwck(r)= Ww+k(s)=O for all krl. 
Example 4.8. Let m = 3. The general form of the splitting matrix to dimension 4 of 
an element a in @:=, (GrF V GrF)I is 
Represent aii by $ whenever [c;, cj] or [cj, c;] is a standard commutator and by # 
whenever both [c;, cj] and [cj, c;] are not standard commutators, so that the block 
submatrices become 
$ $ $ 
!li $ $ 
# $ s 
s31 = 
# s Is 
# $ $ 
# # $ 
# # $ 
##$ 
and S3z = 
$ $ $ 
$ $ $ 
$ $ $ 
Is $ $ 
$ $ $ * 
$ $ $ 
$ $ $ 
$ $ $ 
Let ~=4andr~[c~,c~]~~[c~,c~]~~[c~~c~]~~modF~.IfGaG*thenG-G*via(cr,~) 
with (a; /I) given by Corollary 4.6, so that for some uniquely determined x of 
CD-‘(,$~), Bl&(p)Bz = +&2(S) + &2(x), and ?SJ,(S) =S,,(x). Necessarily S3,(s) is 
zero in every coordinate corresponding to # in S3, above, while if x f 0, S3,(x) must 
be nonzero in at least one such coordinate. Hence x = 0, so that necessarily 
s = [c5, cd] dr [cg, cd] az [c6, cs] 63 mod F5 
and the invariant factors of S22(P) equal those of &z(3). That is, g.c.d. (E,, Ed, Ed) = 
g.c.d. (6,s 62,631. 
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The first invariant factor of an integral matrix is always the greatest common 
divisor of its entries. For an n x n matrix with n L 2 there will generally be more than 
one nonzero invariant factor. That the first invariant factor must be the same for 
matrices corresponding to isomorphic groups has been known for a long time. 
Proposition 4.9. (Chen, Fox, Lyndon, [l, $41.) Suppose G and G* are comparable 
of order w and let I = k(w) - k(w - 1). Suppose 
&I 
~‘+-1)+1-~c;‘(w) mod Fw,l 
and 
s = c$ w-l)+l”‘ck(w) al modF,_,. 
If GaG* then g.c.d. (ci) = g.c.d. (6;). Z 
Hence the process above gives rise to a new set of invariants for isomorphic one- 
relator groups with relators of certain highly regular forms. Consequently it deter- 
mines a new test for non-isomorphism of groups with such relators. 
5. Comments and conjectures 
The results of Section 4 apply only to finitely generated torsion-free one-relator 
groups G for which Hz(G; Z)aZ. Clearly the use of the invariant factors of 
Theorem 4.7 as a test for non-isomorphism of groups can be extended to infinitely 
generated one-relator groups by use of the Kurosh decomposition theorem and to 
groups with torsion by noting that 
(x I, ..*, x,:r)P(x* ,...) X&S) = (x I,..., x,:+)5%(X I,..., x,:sk) 
for all integers k. 
The condition H,(G; Z)SZ is essential, being equivalent to the condition TE F2 
which implies o(r) ~2. Consequently the results presented here complement hose 
of Meskin, who deals with relators of equally restricted word-form for which 
o(r) = 1. The only case not covered by Theorem 4.7 is o(r) = 3, because weight 3 
standard commutators alone have a single type of internal structure. Here only the 
invariant of Proposition 4.9 may be isolated. 
The test above distinguishes in a fairly crude manner between groups whose 
relators consist of commutators with different internal composition. It is tempting 
to think that the splitting technique employed above to examine this internal struc- 
ture may be used for similar, more sophisticated analysis, since splitting can 
obviously be iterated. However, it is not clear that the requisite translation into 
matrix terminology could be made, so perhaps a different approach is needed. 
Probably a more fruitful direction for further research lies in generalization of the 
concept of equivalence of groups. Application of the splitting technique may then 
be extended to any groups with free abelian first and second integral homology 
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groups. The theory of the resultant simultaneous matrix equations corresponding to 
(III) is an interesting problem in its own right. 
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